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Just before treatment started, I took my year old son to our favourite park. It
was a magical day - we chased each other in the long summer grass, fed the
ducks, had cheese, crackers and sultanas under the palm tree... What could I
say to my son about the cancer - he's just a kid, it would only scare him off... So
off I went to the hospital.
The hospital was far away, and we had to talk over video. We tried to talk
normal, but when I looked into my son's eyes, I saw pain and anguish. He knew
that something was wrong, and us adults were keeping secrets from him. I
realised that by wanting to shield my son from my cancer, I excluded him. This
is when I decided things must change! 
Having spoken to my wife, we found a way to explain what was happening to my
son, without prettying it up. He took it well - at least, he knew what was
happening. From then on, we made cancer a part of our life - he had his special
toys at my hospital, we would go for walks in the little garden out the front... 
Then time came for his third birthday. Initially, we planned a big party, and that
went out of the window. So we had a little celebration at my oncology ward. My
mom brought cake, my wife got the presents, we had my oncology nurses join in
for the happy birthday song... Plugged into my drip, I saw my son happily
clutching a giant Hulk figurine and realised: this is when cancer became normal. 
Opening up about the struggle, not running away from it, but making it a part of
our life, has turned my life around. It made me feel more in control of the
situation, and brought us closer as a family. 
I learned it the hard way - accept the struggle, make it a part of your life, go with
it,because it's the only way to move on!

Accepting where you are is the only way to move on 
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Listen, was there a time in your life when
everything was the way you wanted, but

somehow your happiness slipped right through
your fingers just when you had it right there?

If this sounds familiar, then I know the feeling. 
A few years ago my life was the best it’s ever

been - I met an amazing woman, we then fell in
love, and had a baby... It seemed things could
only get better until one night in the shower I

found a hard lump on my testicle... It turned out
to be cancer, and my world has turned upside

down.



3 Obstacles to Getting Support You Want
When you are going through a challenging time in your life, it's difficult

to find the right time, or the right words, to open up about your struggle.
Here are the three obstacles that often get in the way of getting the

support that you want from people you care about:

#1 - You don't want people
to feel sorry you
There have been times in my life when I felt
sorry for myself and that made people pity
me, which made things even worse. 
But when I upfront and direct in how I was
handling it, pity rarely came up, and when it did, I
didn't play into it, but said I was dealing with things
in my own way.

#2 - You Don't want to be a
Burden
When you care about someone, the worst
thing in the world is seeing them suffer - you
feel useless, unable to help. Your loved ones
can take it - as long as they know what is
going on in your life! They will be relieved and
grateful to step and be there for you on your
terms.

You never want to come off like you can't
handle a situation, but in tough times, it's vital
to look beyond what's best for you  towards
people who truly care for you, who worry
about you, and desperately want to help.
Directing them towards specific ways that
they can be there for you in a meaningful way.
 

#3 - You're (Kind Of)
Handling It
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How To Support Your Man On Their Terms
If there is a man in your life who might be struggling right now, you want

to be there for them, and help them, but it's hard to know what to say,
and when. 

Having spoken to thousands of men struggling with cancer and mental
health during my talks, workshops and support groups, I find it's

necessary to understand the true essence of man so that you can
address some of their universal needs on a deep, personal level.

What unites all men is their desire to be FREE:

R eady - no man wants to be unsure or waiting around. Just like
those we hold up as our heroes in everyday life, they want to be
ready for what is coming. In a tough time, support your man to
take action and understand the situation, ask questions so that
they are empowered to make decisions that are right for them.

E ssential - every man wants to feel irreplaceable, so it helps to make them
feel even more wanted, loved and cared for. How can you spoil them, or
make them feel special, to feel like they are the essential part of your life?

E nough - as a man, you want to know that you are recognised for doing
your best even when things aren't going to plan. You don't need to make
them wrong, or place expectations on them, neither high or low. Give
your man space, and look out for hints that they ready to talk. 

F irst - every man wants to feel that they come first, that they are
contributing in a way that is meaningful to them. The way they do
that is different for everyone, and it evolves over time, but it's
important to have something to look forward, and make plans,
and talk about the future that they will create and be a part of. 
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Thank you for your time at the talk and reading through this! You are
here because you care. Good on you for being proactive in how you are
tackling challenges in your life because no one is as invested in looking

after your own happiness and your way of life as you are, yourself!

If you have a story to share, or a question to ask, email me at
joe@simplifycancer.com



Simplify Cancer Book
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It's not easy to get back on track after cancer - you're always
torn  between wanting things to go back to the way they 

were, yet also realising that things will never be the same..
.

I wish someone was there by my side as my guide and my true 
supporter, and that's why I built my coaching program to find

the best way forward for you!

In this program, we work one on one to get maximum traction
in key areas of your life after cancer and how to get around

the challenges that come up in your life.

Sign up for free email newsletter at:

PowerToBeHappy.com

Inspiration and Advice for Happy Life
S I G N  U P  F R E E  T O D A Y

In this book, I share practical ways to overcome the 4 main 
challenges men face through cancer, how to deal with

worry and build stronger bonds with people in your life so
that you get the support that  you want, on your terms.

This is real life advice that you can apply in your life right
now to be in control of your life during cancer! 

Find out more at:

SimplifyCancerBook.com

@simplifyguy
Follow on Instagram:


